GmbH

High voltage resistant insulated conductor
Installation instructions HVC-50 and HVC-85

Your benefits:

Low installation and time effort.
Required equipotential bonding by inbuilt cable shield braid
- no additional conductor necessary.
Mechanical and chemical protection by the light gray, UV-resistant
cable jacket.
Equivalent separation distance “s“ of 0,85 m in air with
HVC-85 conductor and of 0,50 m in air with HVC-50 conductor.
No additional compliance of separation distances in the base area.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Comment about this installation instruction
This installation instruction provides an overview of the possible applications and the professional installation of the HVC-conductors.
The installation of the HVC-conductors may only be carried out by qualified personnel, such as
lightning protection specialists.
The installer must read carefully and completely this installation instruction before installing the
HVC-conductors. If here are any questions, please contact our planning department.

1.2 Benefits of the HVC-conductors
The HVC-conductors of J. Pröpster GmbH control an equivalent separation distance “s“ of
0,5 m or 0,85 m in air. The main benefit is that the equipotential bonding, which is necessary for
the function of the HVC-conductors, is integrated by an inbuilt cable shield braid. So there is no
need to install an additional conductor for equipotential bonding.
There is also no need of a cost- and time-intensive connection of an equipotential conductor
with the end of the exposed intermediate black layer at the base area of the HVC-conductor.
Thereby the material and time expenditure for the installation is kept as low as possible.
Furthermore there is no minimum distance of a grounded part in the base area. In addition the
HVC-conductors are protected against mechanical and chemical influences by the protective
cable jacket.

1.3 Declaration of conformity
J. Pröpster GmbH provides a declaration of conformity for the particular system components on
request.
1.4 Relevant standards
- EN 62305-3, Protection against lightning – Part 3:
Physical damage to structures and life hazard
- EN 62305-4, Protection against lightning – Part 4:
Electrical and electronic systems within structures
- EN 62561-1, Lightning Protection System Components – Part 1:
Requirements for connection components
- EN 62561-2, Lightning Protection System Components – Part 2:
Requirements for conductors and earth electrodes
- EN 62561-4, Lightning Protection System Components – Part 4:
Requirements for conductor fasteners
- 81/562/DTS (Draft Technical Specification)
IEC TS 62561-8 ED1, Lightning Protection System Components (LPSC) Part 8:
Requirements for components for isolated LPS
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1.5 Setup of the HVC-conductor
copper
shield braid

light grey
protective
cable jacket

insulating layer

internal
aluminium
conductor

head unit

intermediate
black layer

end of exposed
intermediate
black layer

base unit

1.6 Technical specifications
Equivalent separation distance “s“ - in air
Equivalent separation distance “s“ - solid material
Outer diameter
Minimum bending radius
Ambient temperature during installation
Duration temperature range
Max. tensile load
Weight
Cross section internal aluminium conductor
Cross section copper shield braid
Fire load
Weather and UV-resistance
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HVC-50
≤ 500 mm
≤ 1000 mm

HVC-85
≤ 850 mm
≤ 1700 mm

23 mm (± 0,5 mm)
250 mm

28,0 mm (± 1,0 mm)
250 mm

> 0°C
-20°C to +70°C
1500 N
ca. 0,635 kg/m

> 0°C
-20°C to +70°C
1500 N
ca. 0,918 kg/m

28 mm² / aluminium
16 mm² / copper

28 mm² / aluminium
16 mm² / copper

3,2 kWh/m
yes

5,83 kWh/m
yes

2. Assembling the conductor
2.1 Cut the conductor to length
Description
Calculate the required length and measure the conductor
Position the conductor shear (Ord.-No.: 600 520)
Cut the conductor to the desired length

Conductor shear (Ord.-No.: 600 520)

Done

Figure  3: Cut the conductor

2.2 Head area
2.2.1 Removing the protective cable jacket
2.2.1.1 Adjust the stripping knife
Description
Adjust the cutting-depth of the stripping knife to max. 1,2 mm, preferably on the
cutting edge (figure 5),
Stripping knife HVC-50: Ord. no. 650 510; Stripping knife HVC-85: Ord. no. 600 510
Avoid damages to the shield braid and intermediate black layer.

Done

max. cutting
depth: 1,2 mm

Figure 4: Put on the stripping knife

Figure 5: Zoom shot
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2.2.1.2 Remove the protective jacket
Description
Mark a distance from the upper conductor end (figure 7)
Distance: HVC-50 1040 mm (+-10mm); HVC-85 1540 mm (+-10mm)
Position the stripping knife (max. cutting-depth 1,2 mm) on the mark (figure 8)
Make a round cut (360°-cut) on the mark
Make a lengthwise cut with the positioned stripping knife to the upper conductor end
(the result is a continuous cut; figure 9)
Remove the stripping knife pasting the upper end of the conductor
Remove the gray protective cable jacket (lever the edges and pull off; figure 11)
End of the
exposed
intermediate
black layer

Head unit

Distance
Figure 6: Head area

Figure 7: Mark the distance
360°

Figure 8: Position the stripping knife

Figure 9: Cut continually

Figure 10: Lever the edges

Figure 11: Pull of the protective jacket
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Done

2.2.2 Preparing the shield braid
Description
Place a mark at a distance of 50 mm from the protective cable jacket (Figure 12)
Pull the shield braid back until you get a bulge at the mark
(watch for a sufficient distance to the intermediate black layer; figure 14)
Cut the shield braid with the shear for shield braid (Ord. no.: 600 530; figure 15)
Remove the detached shield braid (figure 16)
Evert the 50 mm long shield braid over the protective cable jacket (figure 17)

Figure 12: Mark at 50 mm distance

Figure 13: Pull the shield braid back

Figure 14: Make a bulge with sufficient distance

Figure 15: Cut the shield braid

Figure 16: Cutted shield braid

Figure 17: Evert the shield braid back

Done

Figure 18: Everted shield braid
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2.2.3 Removing the insulation
Description
Adjust the peel-depth to 30 mm by the setting wheel of the peeling tool (figure 19)
Peeling tool HVC-50: Ord. no. 650 502; peeling tool HVC-85: Ord. no. 600 502
Press the peeling tool against the upper respectively lower conductor end (figure 21)
Peel off the insulation with pressure and a continuous clockwise rotation (figure 22)
Continue the rotation until the insulation falls off or until there is no withstand noticeable
The internal conductor is now exposed

30 mm

Peeling tool

Figure 19: Adjust peeling depth 30mm

Figure 20: Conductor end and peeling tool

Figure 21: Setting the peeling tool

Figure 22: Clockwise rotation under pressure

Figure 23: Exposed internal conductor
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Done

2.2.4 Mounting the head unit
Description
Put the wire-end sleeve over the internal conductor with light taps
(the wire-end sleeve is fitting precisely; figure 26 and 27)
Push the head unit over the wire-end sleeve all the way to the stop (figure 30 and 31)
Tighten the setscrew A with the torque wrench (Ord. no.: 600 540) and a tightening torque of 4 Nm
(figure 32 und 33)
Test the mechanical stability by lightly pulling on the conductor
Tighten the setscrew B with a tightening torque of 4 Nm (figure 34 and 35)

Done

Setscrew B

Setscrew B

Setscrew A

Setscrew A

Figure 24: Head unit interior pole installation

Figure 25: Head unit exterior pole installation

Figure 26: Put over the wire-end sleeve

Figure 27: Put over the wire-end sleeve

Figure 28: Put on the head unit

Figure 29: Put on the head unit

Figure 30: Push the head unit against the stop

Figure 31: Push the head unit against the stop

Figure 32: Tighten setscrew A with 4 Nm

Figure 33: Tighten setscrew A with 4 Nm

Figure 34: Tighten setscrew B with 4 Nm

Figure 35: Tighten setscrew B with 4 Nm
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2.2.5 Attaching the shrinking tube
2.2.5.1 End of the exposed intermediate black layer (head area)
Description
Move the shrinking tube over the head unit to the end of the exposed intermediate black layer
(start of the gray protective jacket)
Shrinking tube HVC-50 Ø 32 x 100 mm; shrinking tube HVC-85 Ø 39 x 125 mm;
Position the shrinking tube so that the complete reversed shield braid, a part of the exposed
intermediate black layer and a part of the gray protective jacket are covered (figure 36)
Shrink the shrinking tube with a hot air gun
- shrinking temperature of 110°C to 150°C
- begin the shrinking in the middle of the shrinking tube
- shrink with continuous swinging movements around the shrinking tube
The integrated glue must pass out on both sides of the shrinking tube (figure 38 and 39)

Figure 36: Position of the shrinking tube

360°

Figure 38: Passed out glue on the protective cable jacket
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Done

Figure 37: Shrink wrapped end of the exposed
intermediate black layer

360°

Figure 39: Passed out glue on the black layer

2.2.5.2 Head unit
Description
Move the shrinking tube over the head unit
Shrinking tube HVC-50 Ø 32 x 100 mm; shrinking tube HVC-85 Ø 39 x 125 mm;
Position the shrinking tube so that both setscrews and a part of the exposed intermediate black
layer are covered (figure 40)
Shrink the shrinking tube with a hot air gun
- shrinking temperature of 110°C to 150°C
- begin the shrinking in the middle of the shrink tube
- shrink with continuous swinging movements around the shrinking tube
The integrated glue must pass out on both sides of the shrinking tube (figure 42 and 43)

Figure 40: Position of the shrinking tube

Done

Figure 41: Shrink wrapped head unit

360°
360°

Figure 42: Passed out glue on the black layer

Figure 43: Setscrews covered and passed out glue
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2.3 Base area
2.3.1 Removing the protective cable jacket
Description
Place a mark at a distance of 50 mm from the lower end of the conductor (figure 44)
Position the stripping knife (max. cutting-depth = 1,2 mm) on the mark
(Please see point 2.2.1.1 for adjusting the cutting-depth)
Stripping knife HVC-50: Ord. no. 650 510; stripping knife HVC-85: Ord. no. 600 510
Make a round cut (360°-cut) on the mark
Make a lengthwise cut with the positioned stripping knife to the lower conductor end
(the result is a continually cut)
Remove the stripping knife passing the cutting edge of the conductor
Remove the gray protective cable jacket (lever the edges and pull off; figure 45)

Figure 44: Mark the distance

Done

Figure 45: Pull off the protective jacket

2.3.2 Preparing the shield braid
Description
It is not necessary to cut the shield braid at the lower end of the conductor
Evert the 50mm long shield braid over the protective cable jacket (figure 46)

Figure 46: Evert the shield braid
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Figure 47: Everted shield braid

Done

2.3.3 Removing the insulation
Description
Peel off the insulation as described under point 2.2.3. (peel-depth = 30 mm).

Figure 48: Setting the peeling tool

Done

Figure 49: Exposed internal conductor

2.3.4 Mounting the base unit
Description
Move the contact plate over the internal conductor and fold it around the shield braid
Move the wire-end sleeve over the internal conductor with light taps
(the wire-end sleeve is fitting precisely; figure 51)
Push the base unit over the wire-end sleeve all the way up to the stop
Position the base unit so that the setscrew C points to the contact plate
(setscrew must contact the contact plate when tightening, figure 55)
Tighten the setscrew A with the torque wrench (Ord. no.: 600 540) and a tightening torque of 4 Nm
(figure 57)
Test the mechanical stability by light pulling on the conductor
Tighten the setscrew B with a tightening torque of 4 Nm (figure 58)
Tighten the setscrew C with a tightening torque of 2,5 Nm (figure 59)

Done

Setscrew B

Setscrew A
Setscrew C
Figure 50: Base unit

Figure 51: Move contact plate and wire-end sleeve

Figure 52: Folded contact plate and wire-end sleeve

Continued on page 14
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Continuation 2.3.4 Mounting the base unit

Figure 53: Push the base unit

Figure 54: Push the base-unit all the way to the stop

Figure 55: Correct position of base unit and contact plate

Figure 56: Wrong position of base unit and contact plate

Figure 57: Tighten setscrew A with 4 Nm
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Figure 58: Tighten setscrew B with 4 Nm

Figure 59: Tighten setscrew C with 2,5 Nm

2.3.5 Attaching the shrinking tube
Description
Move the shrinking tube over the base unit
Shrinking tube HVC-50 Ø 39 x 125 mm; shrinking tube HVC-85 Ø 52 x 150 mm;
Position the shrinking tube so that the setscrews, the visible shield braid and a part of the gray
protective cable jacket are covered (figure 60)
Shrink the shrinking tube with a hot air gun
- shrinking temperature of 110°C to 150°C
- begin the shrinking in the middle of the shrinking tube
- shrink with continuous swinging movements around the shrink tube
The integrated glue must pass out on both sides of the shrinking tube  (figure 62 and 63)

Figure 60: Position of the shrinking tube

360°

Figure 62: Passed out glue on the protective cable jacket

Done

Figure 61: Shrink wrapped base unit

360°

Figure 63: Passed out glue on the base unit
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2.4 Checklist for conductor assembly
Area

Process step

Done

Remove protective cable jacket (HVC-50 1040 mm; HVC-85 1540 mm)
Remove shield braid, keep up to 50 mm remaining

Head area

Evert the shield braid over the protective cable jacket
Remove 30 mm insulation with the peeling tool
Push the wire-end sleeve over the internal conductor
Mount the head unit on the internal conductor with wire end sleeve
Apply the shrinking tube on the everted shield braid
Apply the shrinking tube on the head-unit

Base area

Remove 50 mm of the protective cable jacket
Evert the shield braid over the protective cable jacket
Remove 30 mm insulation with the peeling tool
Move the contact plate and the wire-end sleeve over the internal conductor
Mount the base unit on the internal conductor with contact plate and wire-end sleeve
(setscrew C must contact the contact plate)
Apply the shrinking tube on the base-unit

3. Installation of the HVC-conductor
3.1 Calculation of separation distance and conductor length
Calculate the separation distance “s“ and the max. conductor length according to EN 62305-3.
The calculated separation distance must always be less or equal than the separation distance
Berechnung
of the conductor:
Trennungsabstand s
s = ki x

Max. lightning current

I

200 kA

II

150 kA

III + IV

100 kA

*1: HVC-50 for "s"= 0,50 m in air
*2: HVC-85 for "s"= 0,85 m in air
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km

x l (m)

“s“ calculated ≤ “s“ conductor

Maximal conductor length:
Lightning protection
class

kc

Number of down conductors
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

max. conductor length
HVC-85*2
HVC-50*1
--12 m
21 m
18 m
32 m
8m
14 m
16 m
28 m
25 m
42 m
12 m
21 m
25 m
42 m
37 m
64 m

Continuation 3.1 Calculation of separation distance and conductor length
Description
- Determination of the protection area and the height of
the air termination poles
-

Observance of the maximum conductor lengths

-

There must be no metallic respectively potential carrying parts inside
the calculated separation distance „s“ around the exposed
intermediate black layer

Picture

If you connect a HVC-conductor with a head unit on a
ring line or attic, you can reduce the length of the
exposed intermediate black layer according to the
graph.
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3.2 Installation examples
Example
Example 1 - Single down conductor
-

Straight leading HVC-conductor

-

Equipotential bonding between cable shield braid and attic

-

Mountings of the HVC-conductor in a distance of ≤ 1 m

Example 2 – Installation close to metallic objects
-

Straight leading HVC-conductor

-

Equipotential bonding between cable shield braid and
metallic objects

-

Mountings of the HVC-conductor in a distance of ≤ 1 m

-

Install additional surge protection devices, if necessary
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Picture

Example 3 – Interconnection
-

Straight leading HVC-conductor

-

Equipotential bonding between cable shield braid and metallic objects

-

Mountings of the HVC-conductor in a distance of ≤ 1 m

-

Install additional surge protection devices, if necessary

-

Do not forget to expose the intermediate black layer

-

Make a connection between each shield braid (lightning current capable)
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3.3 Installation in the insulated air termination pole
Description
Move the assembled conductor in the stand pipe of the air termination
pole all the way to the stop (threaded bolt of the head unit rises from
the hole of the air termination pole`s upper end-cap)
Fix the threaded bolt with the air termination tip at the top of the air
termination pole (included mounting accessories)
Min. bending radius must not be lesser than 250 mm
The conductor must not be damaged when setting up the air
termination pole
Regard a secure standing of the air termination pole

Figure 69: Move the conductor into the pole

Figure 70:
Move the
conductor into a
pole with wall
fastener

Figure 71:
Installation in an
air termination pole

3.4 Installation on the insulated air termination pole
Description
Fix the terminal plate with the air termination tip at the top of the air termination pole
(included mounting accessories)
Mount the head unit with the mounting accessories to the terminal plate
Fix the exposed intermediate black layer with non-metallic components
(cable tie with the Ord. no.: 640 010)
The gray protective cable jacket can be fixed with metallic conductor holder
Min. bending radius must not be lesser than 250 mm
The conductor must not be damaged when setting up the air termination pole
Regard a secure standing of the air termination pole
Connect base unit to the earth termination system
Installation of up to 4 conductors on the pole possible

Figure 72: Installation on the pole
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3.5 Mounting of HVC-conductor
Description
The HVC-conductor has to be fastened according to IEC 62305-3. The distance of the fasteners must be less
than 1m.  For installation with clip-on fasteners we recommend to apply a fixed conductor fastener with a weight
of at least 5kg every 5m.

Delivery state
Screws in top part are self-retaining

1 Open top fastener piece
2 Open bottom fastener piece
3 Mount conductor fastener

4 Swivel back bottom fastener piece
5 Insert HVC-conductor into fastener

Clip-on fastener

6 Close top fastener piece
and tighten screws

3.6 Mounting of equipotential bonding clamp
Description
Metallic parts which are inside the calculated separation distance „s“ to the conductor
must be connected with the shield braid to the equipotential bonding
(not allowed around the area of the exposed intermediate black layer)
Clean the HVC-conductor and fix the cutting tool at the desired point (figure 73)
Cutting tool HVC-50: Ord. no. 650 560; cutting tool HVC-85: Ord. no. 600 560
Screw the cutting tool down and afterwards open it (figure 74)
Remove the cutting tool and the extract (uncover the shield braid). Following pull one protective film of the
neoprene gasket and stick in over the cutout (figure 75)
Stick the contact plate for the bonding of the shield braid on the neoprene gasket
(pull off the second protective film previously) (figure 76)
Put the equipotential bonding clamp on the contact plate and tighten it constantly with 10 Nm (figure 77)
Connect the equipotential bonding clamp with the metallic object (figure 78)

Figure 73: Fix the cutting tool

Figure 76: Stick on the contact plate

Figure 74: Screw the cutting tool
down and afterwards open it

Figure 77: Put the equipotential
bonding clamp on

Figure 75: Remove the extract
and stick on the sealing

Figure 78: Connect with the
metallic object
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4. Safety instructions and general information
- The mounting, installation and assembly of the conductors are only allowed to be carried
out according to this manual. Only use HVC-System-Components by J. Pröpster GmbH.
- The installation of the HVC-conductors may only be carried out by qualified personnel,  
such as lightning protection specialist. Additionally we recommend a training of
J. Pröpster GmbH.
- The mounting of the conductors must be avoided during approaching and ongoing
thunderstorm for safety reason.
- Before installation, all components have to be controlled about their proper condition.
If some damage is visible, the installation is inadmissible.
- For metal facades and roofs with a length of 3 m or longer, we recommend installing an
equipotential bonding at the beginning and end of the metal facade.
- The connection of the equipotential bonding clamp has to be lightning current capable.
- The earth termination system has to be build according to EN 62305-3 and DIN 18014.
- A direct strike into the HVC-conductor must be avoided.
- The predetermined safety instructions in terms of fire- and explosion danger respectively
the fire protection requirements have to be taken into account. The installation,
implementation or the laying of the HVC-conductor and components in ex zones 0
and 1 or 20 and 21 is not permitted. The laying in ex zones 2 and 22 is allowed.
- Remove all metallic shavings and pollutions from the HVC-conductor after mounting.
- For dirt removal use the cleaner with the ord.-no.: 111 645 or isopropyl alcohol.
- Do not brush the exposed intermediate black layer with color or damage this layer.
There must be no metallic respectively potential carrying parts inside the calculated
separation distance “s” around the exposed intermediate black layer.
- There is no warranty for damages caused by non-observance of this manual.
- Although the HVC-conductor can control a separation distance, couplings in nearly wires
are possible. Additional surge protection arrangements may be required.
- If you have any question about the HVC-conductor, feel free to contact us.
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General questions:

Specific questions::

Sales department
Tel.:
+49 9181 2590-20
+49 9181 2590-22
E-mail: d.anusic@proepster.de

Planning department
Tel.:
+49 9181 2590-39
E-mail: iso@proepster.de

We reserve the right to introduce changes and alterations in shape and technology, dimensions, weights and materials.
Printing mistakes, changes and errors are reserved. Reprint of the instruction, even extracts, only with our written permission.

Print Nr. JP-1866 12/19

Factories and distribution centres:
Factory I:

Factory II:

Factory III:

J. Pröpster GmbH
Regensburger Str. 116
D-92318 Neumarkt/OPf.
Germany
Phone +49 9181 2590-0
Fax +49 9181 2590-10
Email: info@proepster.de

J. Pröpster GmbH
J. Pröpster GmbH
Lerchenstraße 48
Gewerbepark C1
D-09669 Frankenberg
D-92364 Deining
Germany
Germany
Phone +49 37206 2592		
Fax +49 37206 2821		

Distribution centre:
Thomas Rettig
Schönefelder Weg 2
D-06895 Zahna-Elste
Germany
Phone +49 34924 7000
Fax +49 34924 70011
Email: info@rettig-proepster.de

International representatives:
Hungary

Belgium

Netherlands

REX - Elektró Kft.
Phone +36 138 885 47
info@proepster.hu

NBR Nussbaumer nv/sa
Phone +32 23 57 09 40
info@nussbaumer.be

Alhadra B.V.
Phone +31 174 386 641
alhadra@planet.nl

Italy

Latvia

Switzerland

Konrad Stauder
Phone +39 0471 622 655
konrad.stauder@rolmail.net
Bulgaria

Baltic Lightning Protection Ltd.
Phone +371 295 557 95
ervins.elksnis@blp.lv
Estonia

Vontobel Verbindungstechnik
Phone +41 554 517 570
info@vvtechnik.ch
Greece

Blitz Guard LTD
Phone +35 929 63 13 22
blitzguard@techno-link.com

Baltic Lightning Protection Ltd.
Phone +371 295 557 95
ervins.elksnis@blp.lv

Technical Development LTD
Phone +30 210 578 2008
info@technical-development.gr

Czech Republic

Lithuania

Russia

Hromosvodní technika M.P., s.r.o.
Phone +420 603 816 081
proepster@proepster.cz

Baltic Lightning Protection Ltd.
Phone +371 295 557 95
ervins.elksnis@blp.lv

Baltic Lightning Protection Ltd.
Phone +371 295 557 95
ervins.elksnis@blp.lv

Croatia

Bosnia-Herzegovina

Slovenia

EIT Elektroinstalacijska tehnika d.o.o.
Phone +385 1 3498 100
eit@eit.hr

EIT Elektroinstalacijska tehnika d.o.o.
Phone +385 1 3498 100
eit@eit.hr

Serbia

Sweden

EIT Elektroinstalacijska tehnika d.o.o.
Phone +385 1 3498 100
eit@eit.hr
Columbia

EIT Elektroinstalacijska tehnika d.o.o.
Phone +385 1 3498 100
eit@eit.hr
Denmark

AB ELROND Komponent AB
Phone +46 844 980 80
info@elrond.se

Dan Delektron A/S
Phone +45 701 088 88
mail@dandel.dk

Lebanon

Ukraine

POWERCOL S.A.S.
Phone +57 153 33 122
gerencia@powercol.com

Polaris Automation Systems SARL
Phone +961 9 853 639
polaris@polarisleb.com

Baltic Lightning Protection Ltd.
Phone +371 295 557 95
ervins.elksnis@blp.lv.

Albania

Macedonia

Kosovo

Bliz Guard d.o.o.e.l.
Phone +389 76 200 458
skopje@blitzguard.com

Bliz Guard d.o.o.e.l.
Phone +389 76 200 458
skopje@blitzguard.com

Belarus

South Africa

Baltic Lightning Protection Ltd.
Phone +371 295 557 95
ervins.elksnis@blp.lv

H.H.K. Earthing & Lightning Protection
Phone +27 11 476 6917
info@hhk.co.za

Bliz Guard d.o.o.e.l.
Phone +389 76 200 458
skopje@blitzguard.com
Namibia

H.H.K. Earthing & Lightning Protection
Phone +264 61 308 935
hhknam@iway.na

Botswana

H.H.K. Earthing & Lightning Protection
Phone +267 397 3000
info@hhk.co.za
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